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Integrating weather and climate forecasts into decision-making

Kniveton et al (2016) A practical guide 
on how weather and climate 
information can support livelihood and 
local government decision making



Integrating weather and climate forecasts into decision-making

ASPIRE aims to advance the development of reliable and actionable climate information to support the 

World Bank ASPP in the Sahel.
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Forecast-based early action (FbA) 
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FbA definition: “…the use of climate or other forecasts to trigger funding and action 

prior to a shock or before acute impacts are felt, to reduce the impact on vulnerable 

people and their livelihoods, improve the effectiveness of emergency preparedness, 

response and recovery efforts, and reduce the humanitarian burden.”



Forecast-based Early Action

Where?







Impact-Based Forecasting

Hazard Impact
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Impact-Based Forecasting



Forecast skill of June-issued probabilistic forecasts for July-September rainfall totals 
above the 80th percentile (left) and below the 20th percentile (right), from the Met 
Office GloSea5 system. The score used is the Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC -
Jolliffe and Stephenson 2003). Perfect forecasts would achieve a score of 100%, while 
a score of 50% indicates the forecasts are indistinguishable from guesswork. 
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Seasonal forecasting reliability



Implementing FbA using impact-based forecasting

FbA relies on developing an early action protocol (or standard operating procedure) to pre-determine 
actions, decision triggers and responsibilities.

Questions to answer: 
What can be done to mitigate potential impacts? What resources are available? How long will actions 
take? Who is responsible for taking action? …



What is ASPIRE doing in Senegal?

• Engaging with the World Bank and relevant stakeholders to understand ASPP projects and the social 
protection landscape in Senegal, and discuss how to integrate climate and livelihoods information

• Developing training programmes for social protection stakeholders in the use of climate and livelihoods 
information to support early action

• Advancing research to assess climate trends and better understand seasonal forecast reliability in the 
region and improve the usefulness of seasonal forecasts for early action decision-making 

• Working with ANACIM to provide training on seasonal forecasting and to advance forecast-based 
information and services


